1. Page 14, Last step change reference to figure 14 to read figure 16.

2. Page 15, First step change reference to figure 14 to read figure 16.

3. Page 27, First step on page: Replace the text with the following.

   - Locate the thermal pad and before separating the plastic coating from the thermal pad. Look at the picture in Figure 39 determine which side will face the heat sink. Aligning the screw holes is a good way to do this. The thermal pad is three layers with a double sided adhesive layer in the middle and a clear plastic protective film on one side and white plastic protective film on the other side. You will need to remove the plastic from the side that will attach to the heat sink. Due to differences in manufacture of the thermal pad the white plastic or the clear plastic side may be the side that attaches to the heat sink.

4. On Pages 27 and 28 in all places where reference is made to either clear or white plastic film cross out the word clear or white and leave just plastic protective film. Then follow the steps on page 27 and page 28

Note that the KX3 kit may contain either type of protective film on the thermal pad.